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Purpose
During a project the surface of lead acid battery electrodes was studied in a scanning electron
microscope. Basically the material that is desired on the electrodes are amorphous or maybe rather
made of small crystals. As the batteries are used this material is transformed into larger crystals of lead
sulfate and these crystals cant be part of the charge process so as the amount of these crystals increase
and the amount of amorphous decreases the battery loose capacity. Therefor some tool was needed to
estimate the ratio of amorphous and crystalline phase on the surface. None such could be found and
that is what this software is intended to do. Below are some example SEM images, those on the left
side are negative electrodes and those on the right side are positive.

Basic idea
What properties have the amorphous and crystalline regions?
Amorphous: Small regions with interchanging dark and bright regions
Crystalline: Large regions with small changes in color but there is a color change at grain boundaries
So the idea of this program is to sweep across the images, pixel by pixel, and check for differences in
color. If the color change is large the program assumes that it leaves a crystal grain and if the change is
not so large it assumes that it is on the same grain. As it does this it counts the number of pixel that is
on the same grain. When it reaches region boundary, a large enough color change, it decides if the
previous region was a amorphous or crystalline depending on how long that region was. If it was
amorphous it sets a certain color to that region and if it was crystalline it sets some other color and a
new image is generated where amorphous and crystalline regions have different color.

In detail
First comes a brief description of the parameters the user must provide to the program and then comes a
more detailed description of what the program does.

Threshold
This is the value that the program use to decide if the next pixel belongs to the current grain or if it is a
grain boundary. If the absolute value of the pixel color difference between the current pixel and the
previous pixel is lower than this value the current pixel belong to the current grain. If the difference is
higher the current grain is ended and the current pixel becomes the first pixel of the new grain.

Minimum Grain Size
This is the value that decides how many pixels a grain can contain before it is assumed to be
crystalline. If the grain size is less than this the grain is assigned the color for amorphous regions and if
it is larger or equal to this value it is assigned the color for crystalline regions.

Low Level: Pits and dark regions
There are also pits and holes in the electrode surfaces that are more or less completely dark. Because
these regions have about the same color they would be interpreted to be crystalline and this is most
likely not desired. The program is designed so it separates these areas from the other two and calculates
the percentage of amorphous and crystalline without these dark regions. The program does this by
calculating the average color of crystalline grains as they are found. If this average value is lower than
the Low Level parameter the program assigns the region with a third color.

Label Start and Label End
One issue with the SEM images is the image information label. This is obviously a part of the image
but the pixels that belongs to it should not be analyzed by the program. Therefore the user must tell the
program on which pixels the label starts and ends so that the program can skip the label area.

Operational description
The images from the SEM are in grayscale meaning that each pixel has a value from 0 (darkest black)
to 255 (brightest white).
The user provides two file paths, the first is the file that will be analyzed and the second is the file the
result file will be saved in. The program loads the pixel data from the input file and saves needed
information about the picture. It then uses this information to make a second pixel data set that have the
same properties as the input data accept that all pixels have the same color.
The program sweeps across the image pixel by pixel in x direction and when it reaches the last pixel in
the x direction it starts on the next row of pixels (the program finds out by itself how large the image
is). This is simply implemented by two nested loops that use the image properties and Label Start and
Label End parameters to sweep across the pixels of interest. For each pixel the program stores the
previous pixel color and the current pixel color and it calculates the absolute value of the difference of
these two values. It also stores all color values for the pixels of the current grain in an array. If the
calculated difference is smaller than the Threshold the program appends the current pixel color to the
array which also increases the length of the array. If the calculated average is higher than the
Threshold the program checks if whether or not the length of the array is shorter or longer than the
MGS. If it is shorter the pixels in the output pixels corresponding to those in the grain is set to the color
that is used to mark amorphous regions. If the array is longer than MGS the program calculates the
average color of the grain. If the average is lower than LL the output pixels is given the color of dark
regions and if it is higher the pixels is given the color of crystalline regions. When the program has
looped through the entire picture the output pixel data is stored to the specified output file. The
program also calculates and outputs the percentage of the image that is covered by the three different
types.
Below is a image that schematically shows how grayscale pixel values in the input are translated to
crystalline/amorphous colors it the output. It also shows how the Threshold relates to the pixel color
value and how MGS relates to the number of pixels in each grain.

Examples
Here are some examples where the software has been used, first a positive electrode and then a
negative:

Dependencies
The program is a python script written in python version 2 (Important: Version 2! Version 3 uses
different syntax so the program will not run under python 3). It also utilizes the extra library Python
Image Library (PIL). To run the program the computer must have python and this library installed.

Actual source code
from __future__ import division
import os, sys
import Image
# Load image:
filename = sys.argv[1]
save = sys.argv[2]
source = Image.open(filename)
# Get width and height of image:
print "##############################################"
print "# Loaded image information
#"
print "##############################################\n"
width, height
= source.size
mode
= source.mode
print "Width: ", width
print "Height: ", height
print "Mode: ", mode
print "\n"
print "###############################################"
print "# User input
#"
print "###############################################\n"
Threshold
= input('Threshold step size (Greyscale diff): ')
MGS
= input('Minimum grain size (pixels): ')
LL
= input('Lower Level bouandery (Greyscale diff): ')
Board_Start = input('Where the board start (pixels): ')
Board_End
= input('Where the board ends (pixels): ')
print "\n"
# Generate new image to store result in:
result = Image.new(mode, [width,height], 100)
# Load pixel
source_pix =
# Load pixel
result_pix =

data from the source image, store into source_pix:
source.load()
data from the new image, store into result_pix:
result.load()

#%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
# Everything is now prepared, time to start the processing of the image
%
#%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
print "##############################################"
print "# Start image processing
#"
print "##############################################\n"
# Set our start position
y = 0
while y < height:
x
Curr_Grain_Start

= 0
= 0

grain_list

= []

#
#
#
#

Start at the first pixel of this line
Set current grain start x position to
the first pixel
Must be a new grain so empty grain_list

Curr_Pix_Int = source_pix[x,y]

# Set current pixel intensity to the
# first on this line

# If we have reached the board we want to jump to the end of the board:
if y == Board_Start:
y = Board_End + 1
while x < width:
grain_length = len(grain_list)
# If we are at an edge, don't care about the value of last pixel:
if x == (width -1):
grain_length = grain_length + 1
# Get how "long" the grain is
# Amorphpus grain:
if grain_length < MGS:
Draw_Color = 255
# Not amorphous grain:
else:
Draw_Color = 0

# ... set color to white
# set color to black

# Draw to result image:
j = 0
while j < grain_length:
result_pix[Curr_Grain_Start+j,y] = Draw_Color
j = j + 1
# Not at the edge of the image:
else:
# Get difference in intensity from last and current pixel
Prev_Pix_Int = Curr_Pix_Int
# Store the last pixel
# intensity
Curr_Pix_Int = source_pix[x,y]
# Get intensity of current
# pixel
Difference = abs(Prev_Pix_Int - Curr_Pix_Int)
# Calculate difference
# in intensity
# Use intensity difference to decide if we are on the same grain:
if Difference <= Threshold:
# Same grain
grain_list.append(Curr_Pix_Int)
# Store this pixel's
# intensity to the grain list
elif (Difference > Threshold):
# or (x == width-1):
# New grain or edge of image
grain_length = len(grain_list)
# Get how "long" the grain is
# Use grain length to find draw color:
# Amorphpus grain:
if grain_length < MGS:
Draw_Color = 255

# ... set color to white

# Not amorphous grain:
else:
# NOT amorphous
# Now we must check the average value of the color
int_sum = sum(grain_list)
average_intensity = int_sum/grain_length # And calculate the
# average intensity of
# the region
if average_intensity < LL:
else:

Draw_Color = 244
Draw_Color = 0
j = 0
while j < grain_length:

# Have a very dark
# region
# ... set color to grey
# Have a crystal
# ... set color to black

result_pix[Curr_Grain_Start+j,y] = Draw_Color
j = j + 1
# Set current grain start and gurrent pixel intensity depending on if
# we are on a grain edge or image edge
# Image edge:
Curr_Grain_Start = x
# Set the new start of grain to
# this pixel
grain_list
= [Curr_Pix_Int] # grain_list should only contain
# current pixel intensity
x = x + 1
y = y + 1

# Go to next point
# This line is done, go to next line

print "Image processing complete!\n"
#%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
# Done with image processing. Get the percentege of different colors and
%
# print it, also save the image and show it
%
#%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
# Calculate percentage of amorphous and crystalline
num_pixels
= width*Board_Start
num_crystals
= result.getcolors()[0][0]
num_dark
= result.getcolors()[2][0]
num_amorphous
= result.getcolors()[3][0]
per_amorphous
= num_amorphous/num_pixels
per_crystals
= num_crystals/num_pixels
per_dark
= num_dark/num_pixels
per_am_vs_T
= num_amorphous/(num_amorphous + num_crystals)
per_cr_vs_T
= num_crystals/(num_amorphous + num_crystals)
print result.getcolors()
print "##############################################"
print "# Processed image information
#"
print "##############################################\n"
print
print
print
print
print
print

"Number of amorphous pixels: ", num_amorphous
"Number of crystal pixels: ", num_crystals
"Percentege of amorphous area: ", per_am_vs_T
"Percentege of crystal area: ", per_cr_vs_T
"Percentege of dark area: ", per_dark
"\n"

result.save(save)

